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Economics Paul A Samuelson
Business management is about making value judgments. Is it more valuable to launch a new product or stay with the existing products? Is it profitable to initiate a new research and development project ...
Restoring the Crumbling Foundations of Corporate America
Paul Samuelson started his studies in 1932, at the height of the Great Depression, when “economics was the most exciting thing in the world.” Already a well-known academic, he helped build the ...
Paul A. Samuelson
Born in 1915, Paul Samuelson got his degree in economics from the University of Chicago, followed by a PhD in economics from Harvard in 1941. He worked at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ...
Paul Samuelson: the world’s greatest investors
As one of the most famous economists of the twentieth century, Paul Anthony Samuelson revolutionized many branches of economic theory. As a diligent student of his predecessors, he reconstructed their ...
Paul Samuelson on the History of Economic Analysis
By George Ehusani Introduction The theme for the World Press Freedom Day, May 3, 2021 is “Information as a public good” per UNESCO, and the day was observed in Nigeria as elsewhere according to ...
Information as a Public Good and the Quest for Press Freedom
Paul A. Samuelson's epic of modern economics, Economics: As Introductory Analysis, may be replaced next year as the principal text in Economics 1 after 15 years of continuous use. A new series of ...
Samuelson Text May Be Displaced By Paperback Series in Ec 1
Legendary Keynesian economist Paul Samuelson is reported to have been concerned that “if government gets too big, and too great a portion of the nation’s income passes through it, . . . government ...
Is Bidenomics Keynesianism’s Last Gasp?
Nobel prize-winning economist Paul Samuelson was once famously attributed with a quip pertaining to the financial markets' ability accurately to forecast forthcoming economic events. The quip "The ...
Why the bond market is predicting trouble for the US
as famed economist Paul Samuelson once quipped. After hitting a low in November 2008 shortly after Lehman Brothers collapsed during the financial crisis, the S&P 500 rallied more than 24% in about ...
Wall Street sees the economic pain, opts to look past it
In an attempt to show that equity markets do not always get it right, economist Paul Samuelson famously remarked in 1966 that "Wall Street indexes predicted nine out of the last five recessions." ...
Discounting Mechanism
John Hicks's farewell to economic welfarism: how deeply rooted and far reaching is his Non-Welfarist Manifesto? Kotaro Suzumura 8. Individualism and ethics: Paul Samuelson's welfare economics Roger E.
Welfare Theory, Public Action, and Ethical Values
He is also the co-author of a popular economics textbook with the late Paul Samuelson, who won the Nobel Prize in economics in 1970. Romer is a native of Denver whose father is Roy Romer ...
Nobel in Economics for long term thinking on climate and technological innovation
I thank, without implicating Arnaud Buissé, Dominique Bureau, Paul Champsaur, Pierre-André Chiappori ... In a strict sense, taxation is the set of taxes that economic agents pay. In the larger sense, ...
The Economics of Taxation
There are valid economic and social reasons to devise ... We’ve known since a classic 1941 paper by Paul Samuelson and Wolfgang Stolper that tariffs will typically raise the real income of ...
Krugman Wonks Out: The China Shock and the Climate Shock
and the biggest fraud in economics. Forget peak oil ... It wants the feds to spend, creating jobs, incomes, spending and so forth. Paul Krugman is in The Financial Times today.
The biggest fraud in economics
whether there was anything in economics or any social science that was not trivial or obvious. These have specific meanings to a mathematician but they are close enough to the colloquial ones in ...
OP-ED: Banking on comparative advantage
Legendary Keynesian economist Paul Samuelson is reported to have been concerned that “if government gets too big, and too great a portion of the nation’s income passes through it, ...
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